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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR 

Dear Member, 

Thanks again for your subscription. It means a lot to us. This is             
our tenth issue and we feel like we’re getting stronger every           
month. And it’s all possible because of you. 

In the first article Nicholas West explores groundbreaking health         
technology which can empower you to hack your own health, or it            
could turn your every move and heartbeat into data that can be            
sold, leaked, tracked or hacked.  

Next, Vin Armani breaks down a new way to monetize content on            
the Internet by using the idle processing power from people          
visiting your website by mining the cryptocurrency Monero. 

Yes, you can be a counter-economist without buying or selling          
anything. Brian Berletic writes about the counter-market power of         
do-it-yourself (DIY). When you create something to satisfy your         
needs, you avoid paying a chain of taxes required if you paid for             
those goods or services in the white market. 
Many people ask me how I protect and diversify my          
cryptocurrency holdings. In this article I share the exact wallets          
and exchanges I use to secure my funds against threats. And I            
give you the exact balance of my portfolio. 

It’s been another parabolic month for Bitcoin while silver remains          
stable. Read our concise report. 

In liberty, 

Jeff Paul, Editor  
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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

Trends In Health Technology Highlight The Need For        
Decentralized Medicine  

 

By Nicholas West 

Technology always has been a double-edged sword. The very         
same tools of progress that have enabled humans to industrialize          
and capitalize resources have led to many cases of widespread          
despoilment and inequality. The instruments of war have        
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presented even greater potentiality for counterweighting the       
benefits of security, having ushered in the term “mutual assured          
destruction” that somehow is supposed to guarantee peace after         
reaching a point where technology can admittedly destroy the         
planet. 

It is becoming clearer each day that new technologies are further           
highlighting the great expanse between intention and application.        
As with all technologies of value, medicine has pitted the powerful           
desire of human liberation from suffering and the pursuit of a           
longer life up against the powerful desire to monopolize invention          
and ultimately create privileged access to those who can afford          
the keys to the kingdom. 

As we have seen with many other new technologies – whether we            
are speaking about new ways to share information, new ways to           
approach banking and contracts in the Digital Age, or new means           
of energy production – we often find ourselves confronting the          
same core dilemma: centralization vs. decentralization. 

I think it is safe to say that you, the reader of a publication like               
Counter Markets, are interested above all else in the core values           
of voluntarism as they lead ultimately toward self-ownership.        
Perhaps no other area has the potential to so empower or           
threaten that self-ownership than the technologies of modern        
medicine. It becomes imperative to examine where we are, where          
trends in medicine show we are headed, and how we can fully            
participate to ensure that our values are preserved within this          
transformative period of human health. 

The Centralized Paradigm 

Big Data and its attendant analytics is irresistible for central          
authorities. The ability to accurately predict macro trends, and         
every piece of the complex puzzle that creates those trends, has           
been embedded in the job of government since its inception.          
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However, as more and more “things” get subsumed into the          
information matrix of modern life, tools have emerged that make          
the daily management of the very smallest details of human          
existence increasingly easy to come by. 

In the medical field, this merger of Big Data and healthcare is            
known as Predictive Medicine, or more informally as “precision         
health.” It is a concept that is being heavily invested into by all             
major tech companies. 

Google, for example, has a health division called Verily. It is the            
result of an undertaking that began in 2014 as Google Life           
Sciences and has become one of the company’s most intricate          
and far-reaching endeavors. None more so than the specific         
mission to predict future illness. Verily’s bold mission has been          
titled Project Baseline. Preliminary estimates for the initiative put         
the price tag near $100 million. Initial data will be collected from            
thousands of volunteers who must agree to be monitored daily in           
real-time via a wearable device such as a wrist watch. This alone            
is a trend that has already been embraced by many who have            
turned to wearable devices for fitness as well as more complex           
health monitoring, so it’s certainly not a stretch to assume that this            
type of data collection is achievable. 

The use of nanoparticles to create nanosensors that can detect          
disease and monitor general health in real-time takes medical         
analytics to a whole new level. It is described, in fact, as “almost a              
FitBit inside the body” by researcher and chair of the Department           
of Chemical Engineering at Northwestern University. These       
nanoparticles can also be used for more than detection. Gold          
nanoparticles are being developed by scientists who are confident         
that these can become a delivery system for future medication. 
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Even technologies that can smell sickness are believed to         
become a key to non-invasive personal and environmental        
detection of disease and especially budding outbreaks. 

However, the pursuit of predicting and managing health is not          
only confined to the physical. There has been a concurrent trend           
to evaluate mental health in real-time and even to intervene if           
certain indicators trigger a call for action (a trend, by the way, that             
should only become more justified in the wake of each new           
“mentally unstable” mass shooter). 

Researchers from both Northwestern University and Tel Aviv        
University claim to have documented that basic information        
collected by the ubiquitous smartphone such as GPS and usage          
data can be up to 90% accurate in evaluating significant changes           
in behavior that might indicate failing mental health. 

Did you know, for example, that the average smartphone         
user-time for a depressed person is 68 minutes? Did you know           
that 17 minutes makes you “normal”? 

This is what a doctor might see as they evaluate the dot that is              
supposed to represent you and your behavior: 
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So, here comes the slippery slope… 

David Mohr, director of the Center for Behavioral Intervention         
Technologies at Northwestern University Feinberg School of       
Medicine, had this to say about how predictive health data can           
best be utilized in the future, emphasis added: 

The significance of this is we can detect if a person has            
depressive symptoms and the severity of those symptoms        
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without asking them any questions … We now have an          
objective measure of behavior related to depression. And        
we’re detecting it passively. Phones can provide data        
unobtrusively and with no effort on the part of the user. 

That part alone raises serious ethical questions surrounding the         
notion of self-ownership. But the slope gets even more perilous in           
a statement from Indiana University School of Medicine as they          
say they have identified blood biomarkers that can be used in           
conjunction with apps to predict a risk of suicide (and we have to             
presume other dangers to self and public), emphasis added: 

“We believe that widespread adoption of risk prediction tests         
based on these findings during healthcare assessments will        
enable clinicians to intervene with lifestyle changes or        
treatments that can save lives,” said Alexander B.        
Niculescu III, M.D., Ph.D., professor of psychiatry and        
medical neuroscience at the IU School of Medicine and         
attending psychiatrist and research and development      
investigator at the Richard L. Roudebush Veterans Affairs        
Medical Center. 

… 

“We now have developed a better panel of biomarkers that          
are predictive across several psychiatric diagnoses.      
Combined with the apps, we have a broader spectrum         
predictor for suicidality,” Dr. Niculescu said. “In addition to         
reproducing and expanding our own previous work, we        
reproduce and expand other groups’ results in this        
burgeoning field.” (Source) 

Facebook is reportedly getting in on A.I. mental health diagnosis          
as well by using pattern recognition to issue suicide alerts to local            
authorities. 
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There are countless other examples of this trend toward         
Predictive Medicine, including the recent FDA approval of a digital          
pill that uses sensors to relay collected information to doctors so           
they know if a patient is taking their medicine. They are starting            
with the “Abilify” pill to monitor the proper consumption of          
antidepressants, but there is no reason to believe that it couldn’t           
expand to any and every prescription medication. It’s a         
developing reality that even the New York Times called a potential           
“Biomedical ‘Big Brother.’” 

Of course, as we know from our reading of 1984, it is the             
government that is Big Brother, not private industry. And, in fact,           
there is evidence that government is setting up a framework that           
will enable a more seamless integration of the aforementioned         
technologies into potentially mandated healthcare. That is where        
we could eventually reach break-neck speed down the slippery         
slope. 

Managed Care published an article that was covered by Jon          
Rappoport titled, “More Data in Health Care Will Enable Predictive          
Modeling Advances.” 

Jon highlighted two key quotes that, regardless of what version of           
managed care the U.S. is ever saddled with, the government will           
most likely view itself as duty-bound to implement anything where          
the perceived “greater good” in cost and health is at stake: 

“Predictive modeling (PM) has grown to be a linchpin of care           
management. Health plans, integrated delivery systems, and       
other health care organizations (HCOs) increasingly channel       
their patients to interventions based in part on what they          
deduce from predictive models that have traditionally been        
run against databases of administrative claims. In this arena,         
the Affordable Care Act (ACA) [Obamacare] is likely to exert          
a profound effect.” 
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“…a growing number of health care experts, including the         
Care Continuum Alliance, see predictive modeling as an        
opportunity to prevent [disease] complications, control      
[hospital] readmissions, generate more precise diagnoses      
and treatments, predict risk, and control costs for a more          
diverse array of population segments than previously       
attempted.” 

The government, in effect, has become one big insurance         
company, and vice versa. The monopolization of healthcare is         
becoming entrenched and, as we know, monopolies can quickly         
turn the notion of competitive selection into zero-choice        
mandatory compliance. We already have seen clear signs of this          
through the Affordable Care Act’s outrageous pricing, limited        
choice, and with fines and legal threats to those who wish to opt             
out. 

This vertical integration of health becomes particularly worrisome        
when we move beyond the prediction and intervention stage into          
an area where health itself is not only underwritten but re-written.  

Enter genetic engineering. 

The Decentralized Imperative 

The day may come when reading, writing, and editing genes          
is as easy as reading, writing, and editing in the IT world. –             
Brian Berletic 

As government merges with private sector healthcare we already         
are seeing the cataclysmic possibilities of centralized medicine. It         
is far more than an unfair burden upon the taxpayer; it is the             
development of an architecture that can limit access to key          
technologies. Ultimately, it could create a type of health ghetto          
where a permanent underclass simply cannot afford to participate.         
It’s something straight out of dystopian science fiction like         
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Gattaca. One story in particular should sound the greatest of          
alarms. It involves the literal hijacking of a cure for cancer. 

While Americans, in particular, have almost become inured to         
stories of Big Pharma’s price gouging under the guise of          
“research and development” costs, the arrival of gene therapy         
technology involves something even more sinister. 

Gene therapy involves the re-writing of DNA that can potentially          
cure nearly any type of disease with a single “shot.” Similar to a             
computer anti-virus program, this technology enters our system        
and inoculates us against a malicious code. However, there is          
one key difference: this cure originates directly from the body of           
the patient.  

As we know, one of the costliest diseases, and the most lingering,            
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is cancer. Naturally, it is here where the battle is beginning over            
who “owns” this technology. 

Clinical trials have shown promise for gene therapy to potentially          
eradicate leukemia, in particular. It is a treatment that is expected           
to cost in the range of $20,000 and would likely drop even lower             
as it proliferates. Powerful success stories already have been         
documented in multiple trials where children and adults who were          
“hopeless cases” found degrees of success including full        
remission in some of them. 

However, Novartis, which is claiming the breakthrough and is         
leading the path to market, is now saying that the treatment will            
more likely be near $500,000. Even worse than that, a closer look            
at where the research and development actually came from         
reveals that is was the Leukemia and Lymphoma Society –          
charity-funded university research (aka the American taxpayer) –        
that is an equal if not greater source of this technology. 

Interestingly, it’s another Big Pharma giant that has called into          
question whether or not the above hijacking is as profitable as it            
might sound. GlaxoSmithKline announced earlier this year that it         
was selling its gene therapy division called the Rare Disease Unit           
despite its European approval for an immune treatment for         
children that they priced at $665,000. Even with the exorbitant          
cost, it was determined by GSK that sales of the product would be             
a paltry part of their $36 billion per-year revenue. Experts cite the            
increase in availability of free clinical trials and new competition,          
but it also might be a tacit admission that an actual cure is simply              
not a profitable offering. It will never be able to generate the type             
of revenue that lingering illness coupled with prescriptions issued         
to counter the negative effects of other prescriptions could bring.  

Both of these situations illustrate the grim cynicism upon which          
Big Pharma and the health investment sector thrives – even when           
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the lives of children are clearly at stake – and why alternatives to             
this paradigm must be sought. 

This dilemma, however, can also be viewed as part of the silver            
lining for those who see the value in new health technologies, but            
are deeply concerned about putting them in the hands of a           
demonstrably ineffective and manipulative pharma/government.  

As it turns out, the path toward centralized medicine is not a            
foregone conclusion. 

Biohackers and Citizen Scientists to the Rescue? 

A comprehensive study in the open-source journal eLife forecasts         
the benefits and challenges that represent the crossroads we now          
have reached. An international team of experts sought feedback         
from industry scholars and innovators across the spectrum in the          
U.S. and U.K. Their final paper perfectly encapsulates why this          
topic is so crucial.  

Among their many findings, they report 4 areas that I believe           
show the openings still available to keep these technologies         
controlled by ethics and a similar open-source ideology that we          
find within the Makerspace culture that I discussed in Counter          
Markets, Issue 6. 

Human genome editing - Genome engineering      
technologies such as CRISPR/Cas9 offer the possibility to        
improve human lifespans and health. However, their       
implementation poses major ethical dilemmas. It is feasible        
that individuals or states with the financial and technological         
means may elect to provide strategic advantages to future         
generations. 

Regenerative medicine: 3D printing body parts and tissue        
engineering - While this technology will undoubtedly ease        
suffering caused by traumatic injuries and a myriad of         
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illnesses, reversing the decay associated with age is still         
fraught with ethical, social and economic concerns.       
Healthcare systems would rapidly become overburdened by       
the cost of replenishing body parts of citizens as they age           
and could lead new socioeconomic classes, as only those         
who can pay for such care themselves can extend their          
healthy years. 

New makers disrupt pharmaceutical markets -      
Community bio-labs and entrepreneurial startups are      
customizing and sharing methods and tools for biological        
experiments and engineering. Combined with open business       
models and open source technologies, this could herald        
opportunities for manufacturing therapies tailored to regional       
diseases that multinational pharmaceutical companies might      
not find profitable. But this raises concerns around the         
potential disruption of existing manufacturing markets and       
raw material supply chains as well as fears about inadequate          
regulation, less rigorous product quality control and misuse. 

Shifting ownership models in biotechnology - The rise of         
off-patent, generic tools and the lowering of technical        
barriers for engineering biology has the potential to help         
those in low-resource settings, benefit from developing a        
sustainable bioeconomy based on local needs and priorities,        
particularly where new advances are made open for others         
to build on. 

Dr Jenny Molloy comments: "One theme that emerged        
repeatedly was that of inequality of access to the technology          
and its benefits. The rise of open source, off-patent tools          
could enable widespread sharing of knowledge within the        
biological engineering field and increase access to benefits        
for those in developing countries." (Source) 
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Fortunately, the innovator is not one who is inclined to wait. As            
soon as this technology arrived, experiments were guaranteed to         
ensue. Wired magazine announced as early as 2005 that “the era           
of garage biology is upon us. Want to participate? Take a moment            
to buy yourself a lab on eBay.” Apparently, many intelligent          
people took up the challenge. 

CRISPR is one such technology on the frontlines of the garage           
“DIYBio” debate; it was specifically mentioned in the eLife report          
as presenting perhaps the highest ethical costs if mismanaged. It          
is exactly where the medical haves and have-nots can lead to           
vast inequality at best, and runaway unintended consequences or         
even militarized applications at worst. 

CRISPR is essentially a two-phase process that identifies a         
section of DNA for replacement, then attaches a protein to          
“overwrite” that section, thus eradicating faults that lead to genetic          
disorders. However, this same process also can be used to make           
enhancements. The most powerful feature of this technology –         
and where the opening has been given to biohackers – is that the             
process is extraordinarily cheap.  

Reason TV covered the $140 mail-order CRISPR kit and         
questioned if unregulated biohacking is the future of science. Of          
course, the flip-side to easy tinkering with the very structure of           
nature itself has ethicists extremely concerned (think insect        
modification, enhanced intelligence, super soldiers, race-specific      
bioweapons and human cloning). Who decides what can be         
modified? Government? Any individual with the requisite skills        
and technology?  

Clearly Josiah Zayner, founder of The Odin, seller of the          
above-mentioned home CRISPR kit is firmly on the side of the           
mission to “democratize science.” His former work at NASA         
highlighted to him more about government bureaucracy and        
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inefficiency than the cutting-edge science he believed he was         
pursuing. He also mentions that the most dangerous elements of          
this technology, like engineering viruses, take far more knowledge         
and money than a home CRISPR kit and is not a concern that             
should stifle the overwhelming benefits to innovation. 

(Even as the debate rages over current CRISPR technology,         
researchers at the University of Wisconsin–Madison just       
announced last week that an evolution to CRISPR is just around           
the corner that makes the process even easier and more precise.) 

Others like Zayner who saw the writing on the wall have spent            
their time setting up a community framework for DIY medical          
science. These communities have begun to take a distributed         
approach to the tools and sharing of knowledge necessary for          
nearly anyone to take ownership of this technology. 

Among the most prominent and credentialed community that was         
instrumental in launching a wider movement is Brooklyn, New         
York’s Genspace, a non-profit that has come to define the          
“Biohackerspace” ethos. 
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Genspace was the first DIYBio lab, opening in 2010, and became           
a clear indication that this was a movement heading far beyond           
garage tinkering.  

President of Genspace, Ellen Jorgensen, is a molecular biologist         
who was already involved in the traditional biotech space before          
setting out on her own to become more deeply involved in a            
community-based approach to DIYBio. She cited her motivations        
for leaving the mainstream paradigm as the constant need to          
focus on funding and profitability, as well as an inherent          
exclusivity in that paradigm that essentially shuts down science         
literacy. Moreover, she reiterates the fundamental value of        
becoming involved in this crucial science: 

The more people get their hands wet doing this sort of thing,            
I think the better they’ll be able to cope with all of the moral              
and social issues that this new technology is bringing up. 

(Please listen to her essential 10-minute TED talk, “Biohacking -- 
you can do it, too” HERE.) 

Since then, the community has flourished, as you can see in the            
video below. Genspace now offers a range of courses in          
biotechnology, bioprinting, biodesign, neuroscience, fermentation,     
DIY beauty products, food safety (including GMOs), artistic        
biotech, and more. They also offer a biohacker bootcamp,         
intensive workshops, and family science classes geared toward        
children, as well as other special events. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K6IiiWR2o0w 

A similar trajectory can be found with BosLab in Massachusetts,          
Silicon Valley’s BioCurious, Maryland’s Baltimore Underground      
Science Space and others who have influenced smaller groups to          
begin their own pursuits.  

Although genetics has taken the lead in grabbing people’s         
imaginations, media headlines, and debates about the need for         
government intervention, there are incredible advancements      
taking place in 3D organ printing, prosthetics and just about every           
other conceivable body modification and health enhancement. A        
great resource for those developments can be found at the Open           
Biomedical Initiative. 

Conclusion 

The parallel trends of government and Big Pharma interest in          
managed healthcare and the citizen scientist/biohacker appear to        
be accelerating. As centralized initiatives continue to encounter        
pushback from significant portions of the population, along with         
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outcries over rising costs and limitations to access, an increasing          
number of people are doing everything they can to make such           
debates and conditions as irrelevant as possible. 

Over the last 12 years since Wired magazine helped popularize          
the concept of garage biotech, biohackerspaces can now be         
found around the U.S. and throughout the world. DIYbio.org is a           
valuable resource for news and upcoming events, but also         
offers a list of local groups that anyone can contact to learn            
more and get involved. They currently show more than 40          
locations in the U.S. alone with multiple groups in Canada,          
Europe, Asia, Latin America and Oceania. 

If we look at the history of potentially dangerous technology,          
government has done very little to eliminate the ultimate risks that           
have arisen from technological development. True, we do seem to          
be on perilous ground if strict ethics are not followed in areas like             
genetic alteration. However, if we invoke the essential concept of          
self-ownership, it becomes more difficult to justify eradicating the         
individual right to one’s own body in favor of a “higher” central            
authority - an authority that still resides in the human realm           
populated by those typically drawn to power and control. The          
most prudent course of action is to acquire the knowledge          
necessary to become involved in the decision-making process so         
that each of us can help craft the future we wish to see.  
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Browser Based Cryptocurrency Mining: Using The      
Blockchain To Unlock Capital 

 

By Vin Armani 

There is no doubt that blockchain technology represents a         
paradigm shift in the consciousness of humanity. Its implications         
extend into every facet of human life, cutting across nationality,          
language, and socioeconomic class.  
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The last such paradigm shift came with the adoption of the           
Internet (with a subsequent “mini-shift” as smart phones became         
ubiquitous). With each such shift - I am in a generation that has             
witnessed two such landmark moments - a new social landscape          
comes into view. New social structures necessarily mean new         
economic structures. The most concrete manifestation of these        
new economic structures are the resulting new business models. 

Business models have emerged on the Internet that would have          
been literally unimaginable in 1990. Examples that come        
immediately to mind are: mobile app sales, content creation for          
worldwide online delivery by individuals and small groups (i.e.         
YouTube and podcasting), and even this newsletter (to which you          
likely subscribed by paying in cryptocurrency).  

In this article, I am going to examine a business model that I             
believe will be “the next big thing”: mining cryptocurrency         
(specifically Monero) using latent resources (specifically spare       
processor power of website visitors). 

Upon returning back to Southern California from my time at          
university in Washington, DC, I managed to land a gig as a night             
auditor (graveyard shift) at a mid-grade chain motel just off the 91            
Freeway in Corona, California. The franchisee was an Indian         
businessman who lived in Hong Kong and owned a number of           
commercial properties throughout the US. He became my first         
business mentor and I eventually wound up as both the General           
Manager of that property and his assistant in his overall business.           
I was 20 years old at the time. It was working through those             
overnight shifts that I first became acutely aware of the          
phenomenon called Perishable Inventory. Perishable Inventory is       
intrinsically linked to the concept of leveraging latent resources. At          
9 AM each morning, the housekeeping staff arrived at the motel to            
begin their day. The person at the front desk would hand each            
housekeeper a list of the rooms that had been rented that           
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evening. Any inventory that had not been sold - any rooms not            
rented the previous night - had “perished.” Each day represented          
a whole new inventory of rooms. The goal was to sell each room,             
each night, because each room night had an “expiration date” -           
the next morning. Unlike produce or some other perishable item,          
an unsold room didn’t change in character. The room sat there,           
clean and ready to be occupied. In other words, its economic           
value lay dormant - a latent resource. Each unsold room carried a            
cost. No matter how many rooms were sold, there were utility,           
mortgage, and property tax liabilities. Many of those costs were          
fixed and did not change (or changed only slightly) based on how            
many rooms were occupied on a given night. 

One of the most interesting promises of blockchain technology is          
that it has the capability to uncover and leverage latent resources           
that we have been unconscious of until now.  

In his 1941 book The Mystery Of Capital: Why Capitalism          
Triumphs In The West And Fails Everywhere Else, Hernando De          
Soto brilliantly argues that what separates economically       
successful capitalist nations from their impoverished neighbors is        
an ability to leverage property and convert it to capital. That           
capital can then be used as an engine of economic development.  

As an example, De Soto illustrates how an American farmer who           
is able to use the title document to his land to secure a loan has a                
distinct and palpable advantage over a farmer in a nation without           
a formal land title system. The farmer in the developing nation,           
without a formal system of property title, is unable to unlock the            
value of his property as collateral.  

We all have heard stories of entrepreneurs who “took out a           
second mortgage on their house” in order to get the seed capital            
necessary to start a business that later grew into an empire. John            
Schnatter, the founder of the Papa John’s Pizza chain, famously          
sold his 1971 Camaro Z28 to acquire the capital to buy a pizza             
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oven and start his business. It is a formal and established system            
of title (home, auto, etc.) that reduces friction in capital acquisition           
and allows for economic growth through entrepreneurship. 

We have detailed, in previous issues, how the Ethereum         
blockchain and the use of smart contracts, is revolutionizing         
systems of property title. However, most of the solutions being          
developed on Ethereum are improved versions of existing        
financial (title) instruments. The blockchain is also enabling the         
the tapping of heretofore unrealized forms of latent resources. 

The first such manifestation of this new paradigm has come in the            
form of browser-based mining of Monero, a cryptocurrency        
marketed as having a particularly high level of privacy and          
security. Last month, Fortune.com gave a summary of the         
emerging trend: 

Known as CoinHive, the JavaScript program is designed to         
reside on web sites and run in the browsers of visitors to            
crunch the calculations that mine a cryptocurrency called        
Monero. While different currencies require different types of        
calculations that favor one kind of computing set up or          
another (ethereum runs great on graphics cards while bitcoin         
mining uses specially made chips called application-specific       
integrated circuits), Monero’s underlying mining challenge      
was made to run best on ordinary PC CPUs. Say, the           
ordinary PCs of people browsing the web. In theory, it’s an           
interesting new twist on monetizing web content. Instead of         
bothering visitors with ads, borrow a limited amount of their          
CPU power while they visit your web site. The borrowed          
CPU time uses a little more electricity, boosting each visitor’s          
electric bill but only by a tiny bit.  

The processor in your computer is rated by clock speed. Clock           
speed, measured in Hz (Hertz) is the number of clock cycles (the            
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amount of time between two pulses in an oscillator) that your           
processor can perform each second.  

So, if you have a 4 GHz processor, that means your processor            
can perform 4,000,000,000 clock cycles per second. In the         
context of mining cryptocurrency, each clock cycle (as a         
percentage of overall “hash rate”) has an actual, measurable         
economic value. So, processors are a lot like motel rooms!  

Every second that a processor is not utilizing all available clock           
cycles to mine cryptocurrency has a quantifiable opportunity cost         
to the owner or operator of that processor. A single processor on            
a laptop or phone, however, generates relatively insignificant        
revenue in most cases. Thousands (or millions) of individual         
processors in aggregate, on the other hand, can bring any          
individual who marshals such latent resources a tidy profit. This is           
the concept at the heart of browser-based mining. 

In the early days of Bitcoin, a single computer (processor) could           
mine with a reasonable expectation of eventually receiving a         
Bitcoin reward for solving the “complex math problem,” resulting         
in a new block being added onto the blockchain. The mining           
industry of all major cryptocurrencies, including Monero, has        
grown in scale to such a degree that it is unrealistic for any             
single-processor miner to expect to solve the math problem and          
“find a block.”  

Mining, for the foreseeable future is done using mining pools, a           
group of processors connected, either in a local network or over           
the Internet, in such a way that their processor power is           
aggregated (“pooled”). Large mining pools can have a reasonable         
expectation of finding a block and receiving a reward of newly           
mined cryptocurrency and the mining fees from transactions on         
those blocks. Mining software can technically be written in any          
programming language and executed on any platform so long as          
the machine which is mining can communicate its work to the pool            
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on which it is mining and, by extension, to the greater           
cryptocurrency network.  

In the case of browser-based mining, like the solution presented          
by Coinhive, the mining software is written in Javascript and runs           
on the virtual machine within a web browser. When a user           
browses to a page embedded with the Coinhive code, idle          
processor cycles from the computer (or phone or tablet) doing the           
browser are commandeered and aggregated into the Coinhive        
mining pool.  

 

Due to the advanced property title capabilities offered by         
blockchain technology, each cycle is assigned to the appropriate         
entity - the owner of the site where the code is embedded - and              
any rewards of newly mined cryptocurrency and mining fees are          
awarded on a prorated basis, based on the percentage of total           
pool hash power controlled by any given website owner. In this           
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way, the latent resource of unused processor cycles is unlocked          
as a source of capital.  

Until now, a visitor to a website was, at best, a willing set of              
eyeballs that could be sold to advertisers. Now, Coinhive, and the           
inevitable industry to follow, allows visitors to websites to literally          
labor on behalf of site owners. 

It is impossible to predict all of the use cases of browser-based            
cryptocurrency mining for entrepreneurs. However, the current       
implementations provide a strong foundation for future       
developments and a glimpse into what may very well be a new            
industrial revolution.  

The first adopters of this technology, some unwittingly, have been          
video content sites. Charities are also beginning to adopt the          
technology for fundraising. The model used by charity is easily          
reconfigured for the “rewards” industry. We will examine these         
three immediate business models. 

Coinhive had its media debut when it was discovered that          
Showtime had embedded mining code into their Showtime        
Anytime on-demand streaming website. Initial reports blamed       
“hackers,” but it seems reasonable that the code was not inserted           
by outside actors but was, instead, surreptitiously added to the          
site by a member of the development staff looking to make a            
quick buck. The fact that it went undetected for some time           
demonstrates how subtle the technology can be.  

At a time when content creators are increasingly worried about          
efforts by major delivery vehicles like YouTube to censor or          
demonetize their content if deemed “unfriendly for advertisers,”        
providing ad-free viewing of content in exchange for users         
“licensing” a portion of their processor power while visiting a          
website becomes an increasingly attractive alternative strategy. In        
the case of Showtime, viewers were not informed that their          
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machines were being used for the purpose of mining. Although          
mining cryptocurrency does no damage to the user’s machine, it          
does potentially slow it down.  

Because those resources belong to the end user, the most ethical           
practice when engaged in in-browser mining is to give the user           
notice and, at the very least, allow them to opt-out by navigating            
away from your site. In the future, I suspect that this notification            
will look very similar to the paywalls used by major online media            
outlets (particularly the online presences of legacy newspapers        
and magazines). 

A charity called Bail Bloc announced in the past month that it was             
using Coinhive as a means of fundraising. The charity provides          
bail for individuals who are arrested for nonviolent crimes but          
can’t afford the often high amounts set by judges. The ability to            
make bail - being released from custody between arrest and trial -            
can be the difference between keeping or losing a job for many            
people.  

Bail Bloc is a charity that needs money and not volunteers, since            
the service they provide is direct funding. Traditionally, to         
accomplish the same goal, the organization would rely on         
donations from individuals. Such donations would necessarily       
mean that the donor was giving up a portion of their wealth to             
support the cause. By using cryptocurrency mining, Bail Bloc         
need only ask that a donor leave a tab on their browser open to              
the Bail Bloc website in order to contribute. Any charity that is not             
taking advantage of this new and incredibly simple-to-integrate        
means of funding is missing out on an amazing opportunity. 

For-profit companies can also utilize Bail Bloc’s model. There are          
already a significant number of “Idle Games” where players         
accrue resources over time, in many cases by leaving the game           
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idle on their machine. Such games should be mining         
cryptocurrency.  

Online retailers could offer credits or gift cards to users based on            
the amount of cryptocurrency that has been mined on their          
browser while they were logged in. Imagine getting an Amazon          
credit for $20 once you had mined $30 worth of Monero by            
leaving your browser window logged into Amazon.  

The advanced capability of the blockchain to tie processor cycles          
to individual machines (and their owners) is going to open up an            
entirely new economic paradigm. The field for creative        
entrepreneurs in this space is wide open. There is zero barrier to            
entry. 

Browser-based Monero mining is just the first volley in a new           
campaign of CryptoSavagery.  

Filecoin (which I have discussed in previous articles) and Chia are           
two soon-to-be-released blockchains which leverage latent hard       
drive storage space to mine their own currencies. There is no           
doubt that there are cryptocurrencies in the near future that will           
leverage latent memory (RAM) as well. It’s time to begin thinking           
about the untapped resources lying (literally) at your fingertips         
and leveraging blockchain technology to turn it into precious         
capital.  
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SELF-SUFFICIENCY 
Why DIY Is A Valuable Form Of Counter Economics 

 

By Brian Berletic 

Counter economics has many philosophical and ideological       
implications. It also has many practical aspects that serve both          
our immediate self-interests as well as much larger        
socioeconomic issues. 
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Do-it-yourself is generally perceived as pursuing a project without         
the aid of “experts” or “professionals.” 

In practical terms, counter economics is all about        
doing-it-yourself. It’s about taking ownership of various aspects of         
your life instead of deferring to “experts” or “professionals” in the           
form of established corporations, institutions, or government. In        
many cases, those involved in DIY end up developing skills on           
par or exceeding that of so-called experts and professionals. 

Steve Jobs and Bill Gates both “did-it-themselves” at a time when           
government institutions, universities, and a handful of       
well-established tech monopolies dominated information     
technology. They went from amatuer tinkerers to the heads of          
their own successful respective companies. 

When Jobs’ Apple and Gates’ Microsoft became the very         
well-established tech monopolies they themselves had once       
disrupted and displaced, another wave of innovators and        
entrepreneurs came to disrupt and displace their market shares,         
many times also “accidental” successes by hardworking DIY’ers.        
Today we see names like Google, YouTube, Facebook, and         
Twitter growing into increasingly unappealing and ineffective       
platforms, ripe for disruption and displacement. 

This is where DIY walks the line between a hobby and a new             
enterprise, before eventually crossing over completely. 

Alternatives covered in Counter Markets Issue 8 include BitChute,         
a peer-to-peer video sharing platform created by an individual         
simply “doing-it-himself” in order to solve his own increasing         
frustration with YouTube’s policy and business practices. 

Also covered in Counter Markets is the advent and evolution of           
cryptocurrencies. Among the many motivations driving members       
of this growing community is a desire to disrupt and displace           
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traditional financial institutions by assuming direct control over the         
means of producing and managing currency. Many people        
involved in the cryptocurrency movement were not “economists”        
or “financiers” when they began, but over time, by         
doing-it-themselves, some have become experts in their own        
right.  

This is also the case with the organic food movement. Many           
established organic producers began as a DIY project to reduce          
their dependence on factory farming and big-retail, as well as          
reducing their personal exposure to chemical-covered and       
genetically modified produce. Through trial and error, they have         
gone from fumbling amateurs to respected experts in their field          
who now help others enter and grow within this increasingly          
decentralized market. 

With 3D design and digital fabrication like 3D printing, even          
factories that were once the realm of high-capital investors see a           
growing community turning their hobby into counter economics,        
eating at the edges of their market shares while gaining          
tremendous experience and expertise in the field of        
manufacturing.  

And as both cryptocurrencies and 3D printing are proving, when          
new technologies come along, new opportunities in a wider range          
of economic activity will be open to DIY’ers to experiment with           
before crossing that line into an enterprise that disrupts and          
displaces established monopolies. 

Several key innovations have have turned the concept of DIY          
from a basic means of self-reliance to a particularly powerful          
engine of disruptive innovation. Most of the case studies         
presented below involve people leveraging the Internet not only to          
form the foundation of their education in their respective fields of           
interest, but to also connect with and learn from others in the            
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same field. The Internet allows people to put their ideas out into            
the public realm with little risk to gain feedback and even to make             
an initial (if small) profit. 

Accelerating the learning process by gaining insight into others’         
trial and error, as well as having direct and virtually instant           
feedback regarding your own projects, years can be cut off the           
process of going from DIY to making your contribution to          
alternative economics. 

Examples in Agriculture 

1. Canada-based mushroom farm What the Fungus began as an          
interest and a hobby initially run out of a home. Founder Brian            
Callow spent 12 years in the hospitality industry as a server           
before teaching himself mycology and eventually opening up his         
current, 4-acre mushroom farm that cultivates and sells a variety          
of specialty mushrooms to local chefs. 

A two-part video interview (beginning here) shows Callow’s        
operation today. Understanding the humble DIY beginnings of        
What the Fungus compared to the success it enjoys today, and           
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how this innovative small-scale farm earns exposure through an         
online network of independent farmers, is the perfect example of          
the value DIY brings to creating local alternative markets.  

2. Food Pedalers produces microgreens and wheatgrass out of a          
modified shipping container. What began as a small DIY         
operation in Chris Thoreau’s living room, quickly became a $700          
a week operation before scaling up as Chris’ experience and          
experimentation reached critical mass. 

His small company now provides income for others and provides          
his community with locally produced microgreens and wheatgrass        
delivered by bicycle (hence the name Food Pedalers). A video          
interview and tour of his facility can be seen here. Food Pedalers            
is another example of how DIY in your home can eventually lead            
to a full-fledged business simply by taking incremental steps         
forward as your experience grows. 

3. City Hydro based near downtown Baltimore grows enough         
microgreens for up to 15 local restaurants, several families, and          
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multiple farmers markets, all within a townhouse. This impressive         
operation began as a hobby after founder Larry Hountz was in an            
automobile accident and began growing as a therapeutic hobby. 

Larry incrementally built his hobby into a business that now          
makes over $100,000 a year. Rather than scaling up further, Larry           
is providing training and education for others to replicate his          
success in their own communities. An in-depth video tour and          
interview can be found here.  

Together, small businesses like these not only represent        
DIY-turned-enterprises, they represent small-scale businesses     
that aspire to stay small, sharing their successes with others by           
understanding the limits of further scaling and the benefits of          
staying local. While any single example could not offset the          
influence of large-scale agricultural monopolies, together as they        
spring up in communities around the world, they have         
incrementally chipped away at big-ag’s market share and the         
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influence they have over people’s food supply and the public’s          
perception of food in general.  

As technology and education improves regarding local       
entrepreneurship, the shift from wage labourers for centralized        
monopolies to the locally self-employed will continue to        
accelerate. We can imagine a future where society produces and          
consumes from a mesh of economic activity rather than the          
hub-and-spoke model still being pursued by many established        
enterprises.  

Examples in Technology  

Bill Gates and Steve Jobs were both college dropouts. In the           
world of tech, having a formal education has never been          
perceived as an absolute necessity. Instead, those who        
experiment, prototype, design, and actually build projects       
regardless of their formal education have long been a         
counterbalance to heavily institutionalized organizations, whether      
they are universities or corporations. In fact, many large tech          
companies attempt to replicate the DIY “garage” environment to         
free its employees to innovate and explore, attempting to tap the           
best of both worlds. 
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1. MakerBot was among the first successful and prolific 3D          
printers available to the public. It started as a personal project by            
MakerBot co-founder Bre Pettis based on the opensource        
RepRap printer. Bre and his co-founders developed the printer in          
Brooklyn-based NYC Resistor, a makerspace, before eventually       
opening their own factory. 

MakerBot would morph into a company shipping thousands of         
units worldwide before attracting multi-million dollar investments       
and eventually being bought out by Stratasys for $403 million. 

But perhaps MakerBot is a cautionary tale of what happens when           
paradigm-shifting technology tries to swim upstream against the        
very current it itself helped set in motion. After its acquisition by            
Stratasys, it closed its previously opensource hardware and has         
since struggled in its attempts to monopolize what is essentially          
an opensource and decentralized industry. The company has        
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closed several of its factories, laid off hundreds of workers, and           
eventually Bre Pettis left the company he helped found.  

Had MakerBot remained opensource and based in Brooklyn,        
those involved may not only still be receiving steady income from           
its manufacturing activities, but might also be making a bigger and           
more positive societal impact with a more innovative, open, and          
local business model than the traditional corporation Stratsys        
turned it into. 

Despite MakerBot’s eventual troubles, its initial success motivated        
other opensource companies, big and small, around the world to          
design, manufacture, and distribute 3D printers to schools,        
organizations, and individuals. Unfortunately MakerBot plays a       
small and diminishing role in the revolution it helped start, but it            
played a significant early role nonetheless. 

2. Adafruit Industries is also based in New York City and is an             
example of what MakerBot could have been. While founder Limor          
Fried does have a traditional education from MIT, her business is           
still a tale of DIY. It began in her dorm room where she designed              
and sold electronic kits assembled on her table. Adafruit has          
evolved into an innovative, opensource and collaborative       
company and community focused primarily on DIY. 
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Today the company boasts a small but high-tech factory in SoHo,           
Manhattan, making $20-30 million a year and shipping its         
products worldwide. But what is most notable about Limor Fried’s          
Adafruit Industries is its commitment to not only opensource         
technology, but the large and growing community it has built          
around its design and manufacturing business. It is this         
community that distinguishes Adafruit from the many other        
companies around the world engaged in only design,        
manufacturing, and traditional marketing. 

Adafruit does not cater to just professional designers and         
engineers, but eagerly cultivates DIY anywhere and everywhere it         
can. It has a large presence online with easy-to-understand         
tutorials on how to use its products, and a presence on social            
media, particularly YouTube, where it hosts a variety of weekly          
features regarding electronics, 3D printing, Q&A, as well as         
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show-and-tell sessions for DIY’ers to present their work to one          
another. 

Considering Limor Fried’s accomplishments, she possesses skills       
that would have enabled her to work at any company she wanted.            
Instead, she decided to DIY and start her own company, and one            
that encourages others to develop the skills and confidence to get           
started in DIY. 

3. Arduino began as a project at the Interaction Design Institute           
Ivrea, in Ivrea, Italy. It was initially an attempt to provide art            
students with a cheaper and easier-to-use microcontroller for        
doing interactive electronic art projects. As is the case with many           
DIY projects, the microcontroller board that was developed to         
solve an immediate and local problem, quickly evolved into a          
business opportunity. 

The project would eventually evolve into a family of opensource          
Arduino microcontrollers, used by professional designers and       
engineers as well as elementary students, hobbyists, and        
everyone in between. The boards not only began as a DIY           
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project, but now serve as one of several key technologies that           
form the foundation of DIY projects worldwide. Arduino        
microcontrollers allow virtually anyone the ability to prototype        
electronic projects and control them with an easy-to-use        
programming language. Arduino projects can be used for        
everything from robots and home automation to running 3D         
printers and drones. 

Like Adafruit (who sells Arduino boards as well as develops their           
own opensource Arduino-compatible boards), Arduino does not       
just design, manufacture, and market its boards. It also has built a            
global community of professionals and DIY’ers that contribute        
code, modifications, and an endless list of practical applications         
for using the boards. All of this is shared freely among the            
community and is a major contributing factor to Arduino’s         
continued success.  

Technology like 3D design and printing or electronics is often          
pursued as a hobby. Depending on one’s ambitions, imagination,         
and persistence, this hobby can easily serve as the basis of a            
company. Bre Pettis, Limor Fried, and the Arduino team all          
started with very humble beginnings before founding companies        
that have changed the face of technology today. 

Conclusion 

Decades ago, DIY meant saving some money around the house,          
gaining a greater sense of self-reliance, and cultivating a         
constructive hobby. Today with the Internet, opensource       
technology, collaboration, crowdfunding, and a growing list of        
other innovations, DIY means a potential springboard into both         
existing and long-established economic activities such as       
agriculture and manufacturing, to more novel innovations like        
cryptocurrencies, software development, and in the near future,        
eventually biotech and artificial intelligence. 
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Getting into and appreciating the DIY mindset likely already         
comes natural to Counter Markets readers. Understanding the        
implications of fully realizing your DIY ambitions and learning from          
the humble beginnings and incremental steps others have used         
DIY to build successful and impactful businesses helps unlock the          
true potential of DIY. 

Understanding that becoming the “next Apple” or the “next         
Microsoft” will become less and less likely as more people          
become self-employed and as technology allows individuals to do         
more for themselves they once depended on corporations,        
organizations, and institutions to do for them, helps us avoid the           
cut-throat proprietary practices that are already betraying       
established monopolies or even start-ups like MakerBot who        
chose wrong at its fork in the road. 

Localism and collaboration will be key. The businesses,        
enterprises, institutions, and organizations making a positive       
difference today are those that are learning and leveraging this as           
the paradigm shifts. Those that insist on replicating the “success”          
of old monopolies will also replicate their unsustainable business         
practices and their inevitable disruption and displacement by the         
ceaseless march of innovation. 

Eventually, DIY will become a redundant term. Technology will         
make it possible for us as individuals, communities, and small          
enterprises to do virtually everything locally through automation,        
IT, and alternative finances. Until that day comes, getting familiar          
and comfortable with not only DIY, but the collaborative,         
opensource, and local principles that underpin the most        
successful examples of DIY-turned-businesses can help us       
position ourselves and our own business models successfully for         
the future they will unfold into. 
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WEALTH 

Blockchain Bluechips: How I Protect My Cryptocurrency       
Holdings 

 

By Jeff Paul  

Bitcoin and cryptocurrencies have exploded in value. If you've         
been involved for a while, chances are that your holdings have           
grown substantially in value. Mine have. Yet echoes of “don't          
invest more in than you can afford to lose” keep going through my             
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head. A large portion of my net worth is now in cryptocurrency, so             
my primary focus has become how to protect my holdings. 

Not only do I want to protect my dollar-value against market           
forces, I also want to secure my holdings against a variety of            
potential threats like the IRS, hackers, third-party error, lost         
private keys and more. With cryptocurrency, we are responsible         
for managing your portfolio and security. Government won't bail         
you out if you lose your private keys or if the exchange you use              
goes bust. 

One word comes to mind to hedge markets and secure custody of            
your cryptocurrency: Diversify. Simply put, don't put all your eggs          
in one basket. 

Spreading market risk across different digital assets and security         
risk across different platforms requires education and time. And         
the more money I have in cryptos, the more energy seems to be             
required to manage them. I've tried lots of services and made           
many mistakes. Hopefully, I'll save you some headaches by         
sharing the tools, tips, and techniques I use to protect my           
cryptocurrency savings. 

This is not financial advice. I'm merely sharing my experience and           
what I do. 

I got my first bitcoin in early 2013, shortly before the epic            
meltdown of the bitcoin exchange Mt. Gox. At the time of its fall,             
Mt. Gox handled around 70% of the bitcoin transactions         
worldwide. Many big bitcoin investors and companies lost a lot of           
bitcoin. Approximately 850,000 bitcoins went missing and likely        
stolen, valued at more than $450 million at the time. Since then,            
200,000 bitcoins have since been “found,” worth around $2 billion          
today. Lawsuits are still underway to retrieve the remaining funds          
for the users. No government bailout there. 
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Luckily, my bitcoin were not in Mt. Gox. But the lesson in the             
aftermath was clear “if you don't control your private keys, you           
don't control your bitcoin,” and they are not safe. At the time, most             
of my cryptocurrency was at another exchange called Cryptsy         
which also collapsed. Again, as luck would have it, I heeded the            
warnings and managed to get most of my funds out of Cryptsy            
before it closed. 

For the next couple of years I held most of my digital assets in              
cold storage or hot wallets where I hold the private keys so I can              
easily spend it. While I generally agree that's still good advice,           
exchanges have gotten much more secure. Some, like Coinbase         
and Gemini, are even insured by the FDIC for US citizens. And            
I've found that exchanges can be a valuable part of my           
diversification needs. 

Before we get into solutions, let's look closer at the potential           
threats that we must protect against. 

Threats to Losing Cryptocurrency 

Cryptocurrency is an incredible tool for economic freedom. And         
the biggest threat to economic freedom is taxes by the mafia           
government. Therefore, first and foremost, we must consider        
protecting our cryptocurrency from the government.  

Remember the US government once made it illegal to own gold in            
1933? By executive order, no less. Franklin Roosevelt signed         
Executive Order 6102 which made it a criminal offense for U.S.           
citizens to own or trade monetary gold anywhere in the world. 

The executive order was quickly followed by the Gold Reserve          
Act. According to Wikipedia: 

The Gold Reserve Act outlawed most private possession of         
gold, forcing individuals to sell it to the Treasury, after which           
it was stored in United States Bullion Depository at Fort Knox           
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and other locations. The act also changed the nominal price          
of gold from $20.67 per troy ounce to $35. This price change            
incentivized foreign investors to export their gold to the         
United States, while simultaneously devaluing the U.S. dollar        
in an attempt to spark inflation. The increase in gold reserves           
due to the price change as well as the confiscation clause           
resulted in a large accumulation of gold in the Federal          
Reserve and U.S. Treasury. The increase in the money         
supply lowered real interest rates which increased       
investment in durable goods.  

Can you think of anything more anti-freedom than criminalizing         
the market's most accepted form of money? Well, they did it. And            
they'll do it again once they grasp the extinction-level threat that           
cryptocurrency poses to them. 

Recently the government, via the IRS and the courts, forced          
Coinbase to turn over records on 14,000 users who traded over           
$20,000 in bitcoin on the suspicion of money laundering. This          
broad “John Doe summons” is an illegal warrant with no specific           
probable cause. 

According to the Verge: 

Today, Coinbase suffered a major defeat at the hands of the           
Internal Revenue Service, nearly a year after the case was          
initially filed. A California federal court has ordered Coinbase         
to turn over identifying records for all users who have          
bought, sold, sent, or received more than $20,000 through         
their accounts in a single year between 2013 and 2015.          
Coinbase estimates that 14,355 users meet the       
government’s requirements. The full order is embedded       
below. 

For each account, the company has been asked to provide          
the IRS with the user’s name, birth date, address, and          
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taxpayer ID, along with records of all account activity and          
any associated account statements. The result is both a         
definitive link to the user’s identity and a comprehensive         
record of everything they’ve done with their Coinbase        
account, including other accounts to which they’ve sent        
money. 

The order is significantly narrower than the IRS’s initial         
request, which asked for records on every single Coinbase         
account over the same period. That request would also have          
required all communications between Coinbase and the       
user, a measure the judge found unnecessarily       
comprehensive.  

Coinbase tried to spin it as a small victory, but Bruce Fenton of             
the Bitcoin Foundation set them straight on Twitter: 
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The lesson here is that the government will coerce the centralized           
and regulated exchanges like Coinbase. Yet Coinbase is still a          
useful on-ramp to cryptocurrency which I use and continue to          
recommend. They also offer insured cold storage for long-term         
HODLers which provides safety from most threats besides        
government. More on this shortly. 

The primary way I plan to avoid the IRS is that I have never              
traded my cryptocurrency for fiat money, and never plan to. I           
donate and trade bitcoin for things of value on JM Bullion,           
Overstock, Gyft, Purse, and other places, but never for dollars. 

Sophisticated Phishing 

Hackers pose a threat to your holdings, too. These hacks have           
gotten so sophisticated that I fell for one just the other day.            
Thankfully, I recognized my error quickly and saved some money. 

The technique that nearly fleeced me was a phishing website that           
looked identical to a new service. This phishing website had a           
believable domain and they ran Google ads to appear at the top            
of a search for the primary keyword.  

I clicked on the ad and eagerly entered my username and           
password to get a jump-start on the new platform. When I clicked            
“SIGN IN” nothing happened. I waited. Clicked again. Nothing.         
Then my radar went off because I had just read about this            
phishing strategy. I immediately double checked to see if I was on            
the official domain address. I wasn't. Feeling like an idiot, I           
instantly went to the real site and changed my password. Crisis           
narrowly averted. 

This phishing scam typically only works for a few days          
surrounding the launch of a new project or ICO because Google           
eventually gets complaints about the scam site and removes the          
ads. To avoid them, be sure to double and triple check URL            
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addresses and wallet addresses when using new platforms and         
services. 

Don't Get Hacked 

Another sophisticated hack recently nabbed a few cryptocurrency        
YouTubers. Apparently hackers contacted their cellular service       
providers claiming to be them, said they lost their phone, and the            
cell companies sent them a new SIM card or reboot instructions           
so they can access all of the apps on the phone including email,             
crypto wallets, 2-factor authenticator apps, etc. 

This hack is incredibly difficult to defend against. If you're a public            
person, it might be worth changing your public number to a           
Skype, VOIP or Google number that redirects to your phone. 

Another preemptive step is to call your cell company and set up a             
security question in case a hacker ever tries this strategy on you. 

Market Volatility 

Market volatility is another threat to the value of our holdings. The            
sentiment of traders can change fast. Market movements can be          
based on fundamentals like a cryptocurrency not scaling fast         
enough, or just technical daytraders having their way with a pump           
and dump. The extreme difficulty and disagreement to scaling         
Bitcoin shows even the biggest currencies are potentially fragile.         
More than ever, I don't keep all my eggs in one basket. More on              
this below.  

Diversify Custody to Secure Cryptocurrency 

Despite the concerns about trusting third-party custodians like        
exchanges, I have found value in keeping some of my holdings at            
exchanges. Although I'm not a daytrader, due to market volatility          
and scaling politics, I'm grateful for an easy way to move between            
currencies quickly.  
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To spread risk while maintaining easy access, I hold my          
cryptocurrency in several locations. I have some in cold storage,          
hardware wallets, wallets with private keys, and exchanges.  

Here are the places I trust with my money: 

Coinbase cold storage: I have about 15% of my cryptocurrency          
holdings in a “vault wallet” at Coinbase. “A vault can receive funds            
like a normal wallet, but can also prevent stored funds from being            
immediately withdrawn by adding optional security steps.” I        
considered this like long-term savings at a bank, but I’m          
considering moving some of it after the recent IRS ruling. 

Trezor hardware wallet: I hold another 10% of cryptocurrency on          
a Trezor hardware wallet. These are secure and easy to use. If            
lost, you can recover the wallet using secret passphrase given          
during your set up. 

Bittrex and Poloniex: About 50% of my holdings are evenly split           
between the cryptocurrency exchanges Bittrex and Poloniex (and        
Coinbase's GDAX). I may be taking a bit of a risk by keeping so              
much at these exchanges, but I like the convenience of being able            
to make low-cost trades to rebalance my portfolio. And splitting it           
between these exchanges spreads the risk enough for me.  

Jaxx wallet: In my opinion, Jaxx is the best wallet where you hold             
the private keys for use on an iPhone and other operating           
systems. I keep about 15% of my holdings on Jaxx spread across            
several different currencies. I use Jaxx to buy things in person or            
on the Internet, to pay writers and contractors, and as a mid-term            
savings wallet. This wallet is secured by a mnemonic phrase (a           
string of random words) and a 4-digit PIN code. 

MyEtherWallet: I use MyEtherWallet to participate in ICOs. I only          
use around 10% of my funds for this purpose, and I'm VERY            
picky about which projects I get into. MyEtherWallet is simply the           
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most reliable platform to handle ERC20 token sales and other          
ICOs. Here's a good video tutorial on how to use the wallet for             
ICOs.  

Passwords and Private Keys 

Securing this new age of digital assets is challenging. Besides          
cryptocurrencies, “digital assets” also include things like domain        
names, websites, email lists, digital products and other things of          
value that live online. My thoughts are often burdened with how to            
protect these assets and how to pass them down to my children.            
This has never been done before. We are the first generation to            
face these challenges. 

For now, I keep a printed copy of all my passwords, passphrases            
and private keys in a secure place in my home with other            
valuables. I typically update it every quarter as needed. I also           
keep this file on a thumb drive (kept in a separate location) and as              
an encrypted file on my computer for easy daily access. If I died             
tomorrow, my wife and oldest son both know how to get access to             
the various accounts. 

I suspect custody and inheritance of digital assets will get easier           
and more reliable over time, but I'm comfortable with this rather           
primitive method of printing out passwords and keeping them in a           
safe place.  

Portfolio Diversity and Market Hedging 

I don't consider myself a cryptocurrency “trader.” I consider myself          
an investor. I buy and hold digital assets that I believe have good             
fundamentals (good idea, tech & team). I usually hold them for           
months or years. Only a few projects have my long-term          
confidence, so my holdings are less diverse than is probably          
optimal. Further, I simply don't have enough time to study every           
project and their day-to-day fluctuations. 
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Diversification of cryptocurrency holdings is worthy of its own         
article. Or even several articles. This will be a short overview of            
what I do and why. I call this my “Blockchain Bluechip” strategy.  

I primarily hold coins on blockchains that I believe have the           
potential to become the most used money in the world, thus           
becoming the global reserve currency. And I allocate my holdings          
based on the odds I give each project to achieve that lofty goal.  

My current portfolio in percentage of US dollar holdings: 

50% Bitcoin Cash (BCH) 

25% Bitcoin Legacy (BTC) 

10% Ethereum (ETH) 

5% Dash (DSH) 

5% Monero (XMR) 

5% Litecoin (LTC) 

I occasionally tweak the percentages and rebalance them        
because the market moved, or based on news like the hard forks I             
covered last month. This has been more often than not recently           
due to volatility. 

It might not seem rational to carry 50% in BCH rather than BTC.             
However, I got into this space to support something I believe in,            
not to merely get rich. I put heavy emphasis on who is running             
these projects and their visions. Bitcoin Cash has more principled          
leadership with a better understand of the technology and         
economics, a bigger and more pragmatic vision, and nearly equal          
resources as Bitcoin (BTC). It’s only a matter of time before the            
best payment network achieves market dominance.  

I can’t tell you what the price of bitcoin will be next year, but I do                
think I can almost guarantee that the overall market cap of           
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cryptocurrency is going to continue rising spectacularly. That is         
the primary reason that I use this Blockchain Bluechip method. 

A very small percentage of my holdings are also in decentralized           
app projects with utility coins like Swarm City, STEEM, Basic          
Attention Token (BAT) and few others. This is just for fun and            
moral support for these projects. 
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 

November was an absolutely huge month in the cryptocurrency         
space. Bitcoin started out the month around the $6500 level, and           
has surged on record volume to just under $12000 today. New           
highs seem to be coming every other day now. The market cap of             
the industry rose from $182 billion to $356 billion in the previous            
month, which is close to a 100% gain. The level of cash pouring             
into this space has been increasing at a dramatic rate these past            
few weeks. The BTC market cap alone is just under $200 billion,            
making the currency more valuable than several blue chip         
companies, like McDonald’s, Pepsi, and even Disney.  

Signs for continued growth and mass adoption are becoming         
stronger day by day as well. In October we heard from the CEO of              
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Fidelity, as they planned to integrate Coinbase balances into their          
customer portal. In November we got news that bitFlyer (one of           
the world’s largest Bitcoin exchanges) is opening their business in          
the US, starting with 42 states. This exchange handles about          
$180 million in BTC transaction per day, and plans to offer 0%            
trading fees through the end of 2017. Coinbase has reported          
they’ve tripled their user base in the past year alone, and they            
currently have a backlog when setting up new accounts that will           
take several weeks to work through.  

In addition to record consumer demand, institutional investors are         
lining up their billions of dollars as well. Square has begun to            
integrate Bitcoin into their payment platform, and the CME and          
CBOE have both announced plans to introduce Bitcoin futures as          
soon as this month. A functional futures market paves the way for            
Bitcoin ETFs to be created, allowing every single person with a           
brokerage account to invest or speculate in Bitcoin. Just a small           
fraction of institutional money here would have a tremendous         
impact on the price. We could easily see the current $355 billion            
cap skyrocket past $800 billion as institutional money looks to          
allocate a small percentage of their holdings to cryptocurrencies.         
Currently Goldman Sachs, Bank of America Merrill Lynch, and         
Morgan Stanley are all considering offering the upcoming Bitcoin         
futures contracts to their customer base.  

The increased demand, availability, and price appreciation all        
point to higher prices ahead for Bitcoin. There are way more           
buyers than sellers right now, as nobody wants to sell an asset            
that’s increasing in value at 5-10% per day. Any investor who has            
been sitting out and thinking they’ve missed the boat needs to           
remember that this market is still very young and relatively illiquid,           
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with institutional money just starting to come in. There’s         
guaranteed to be some heavy volatility coming up, but all signs           
point to massive amounts of new capital pouring into the space.  

As far as price predictions, with the breakout to all-time highs           
we’re currently in the sky’s-the-limit mode. Bitcoin surged past         
$10000 like it was nothing, and has moved onto $12000 where it’s            
at today. Going forward it’s anyone’s guess whether we hit $15k           
next or $8k. But looking at the money on the sidelines waiting to             
come in here, we suggest you consider any dips to be a good             
buying opportunity.  

If you don’t own any Bitcoin we suggest using Coinbase to take            
your first position.  

Again, be careful with your position sizing; don’t invest more than           
you’re comfortable losing. Also expect major volatility, with price         
volatility, including swings of 50% or more in a matter of days.  

For those of you who held your Bitcoin on Jaxx at the time of the               
Bitcoin/Bitcoin Cash fork, the Jaxx BCH wallet is finally available.          
To access it just open the right hand menu on the top of the              
wallet, and check the option next to BCH to enable that wallet. If             
you don’t see this option, you may need to update your wallet.            
Once it’s enabled, you’ll see a notification stating that you can           
claim your BCH. Click that, and wait approximately 5-10 minutes.          
The BCH will appear automatically in your account. From there          
you can keep it, or transfer it to an exchange like Poloniex or             
Bittrex, where you can swap it to BTC or any other cryptocurrency            
you’d like. With BCH currently around $1500 per coin, it’s a           
significant profit you’ve made from holding BTC during the fork.  
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Silver Update 

 

November was another calm month on the precious metals front.          
Silver started out the month around $17.25, and drifted lower to           
$16.15 where it stands today. The range of trading this year has            
been from about $15.50 to $18.50, so we’re still firmly bouncing           
around in this zone. Until this range is decisively broken one way            
or the other, things will likely remain pretty quiet in this market.  

Equities markets, specifically the DJIA have been breaking out to          
record highs in recent weeks. We saw it start out near 23,500,            
and rocket higher to 24,500 as news about decreased taxes for           
businesses came out. Investors are seeing the proposed tax plan          
as a positive for US companies, and shares of just about           
everything have responded positively.  

With all-time highs being broken with 1000-point surges, and tax          
cut plans on the way, there’s not much fear in the markets right             
now. Investors aren’t looking to hedge their holdings with gold or           
silver, as the gains from simply holding stocks are enough to           
make them forget about any potential risk. The fact remains that           
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the US stock market is about the world’s most overvalued when           
comparing P/E and Price/Book ratios. Over time there’s always a          
reversion to the mean, and when that happens in the US markets,            
it will be a long fall down. Again there’s no telling when that will              
be, but whenever it happens gold and silver will be held in much             
higher esteem than they are currently.  

Our recommendation here remains the same: add to your         
previous metals when demand and prices are low (as they are           
currently), that way you’re well positioned in front of the crowd           
once demand returns. 

And remember not to look at your gold or silver holdings as            
investments that need to appreciate in value. Look at them as           
low-priced insurance that can protect you in the case of financial           
catastrophe. Look at them as a form of money that’s 6000 years            
old, and guaranteed to not go to $0. Look at them as an             
inflation-proof store of value that can’t be gradually devalued and          
eroded by a central bank.  

You can find great prices from a trusted supplier at Money Metals            
Exchange.  
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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